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Part I

The excitement in the air was so thick, you could spread it like custard on a crumpet. What a

marvelous summer day it was to be a child, whisking through the knee-high rye, bounding over the

hills with a smile challenging one’s face to contain it. What a marvelous day it was… for magic!

Scampering youths contributed to a gulf of human confetti. It was a surge of robes and

floppy hats, broomsticks, mops, even a few dustpans and soap buckets. Giddy young hands clutched

wands, scepters, staves, rods, switches, swizzlesticks, batons, and even an uncooked strand of

spaghetti here and there. A menagerie of prospective familiars squawked and murmured a generic

din of animal noises. The creatures were in various states of being caged, restrained, tame, diseasefree, alive, and the opposites of all those things, in many, many permutations.

The children had propped up makeshift tables and set kettles to boil, as the lads and lasses were not

ones for sparing afternoon tea. The shrill cacophony of whistling kettles and clinking sugar spoons

barely overshadowed the racket produced by no less than four dozen impromptu cricket matches.

Wicked googlies sliced through the air and laughter, much like, let’s say, an elusive winged golden

projectile fluttering about, oh, a field in a fictional magical sport played on brooms. It doesn’t really

matter what it’s called.

Quid itching to flee pockets and purses was wagered generously on games of skill and chance.

Dartboards awaited darts whizzing towards them on trajectories perpendicular to the googlies.

Union Jacks flapped gallantly. Giant pictures of Prince Charles and Margaret Thatcher were hoisted

to the heavens, their likenesses made bleary through the children’s tears of pride. A vigorous vocal

treatment of God Save the Queen boomed at a jarring volume, muffled patriotically through

mouthfuls of meat pie and blood sausage. Somewhere in the crowd, several bobbies chased a man

in fast-forward time to the tune of a humorous kazoo. The children were enamoured of their

newfound lot in life, and savoured every moment of it.

This is exactly what happened. Every bit of it. Or that is, it is exactly what would have

happened if the children were British. In fact, not a bloody one of them was British. They were all

bloody Americans.

This requires admittedly a slight modification of the depiction of events thus far. It is not

without chagrin that some of these accounts will be rescinded. Though let the record show that a
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certain easing into the possibility that a reality may exist in which young people who are not British

may also be enamored (sensibly spelled, without a “u”) of magic and witchcraft. You are being

asked, boldly, to peer through a rare looking glass into a strictly incredible universe in which the

United Kingdom’s stranglehold on youth-based occult and whimsical childhood sorcery is

marginally less like the grim vice grip of a pit-bull on a mailman’s groin. Much is being asked of

you. This is fully conceded.

Though the abject silliness of tea and googlies and such may have been a cruel literary bait

and switch, the rough picture still holds true (though there may have been a spare picture of

Margaret Thatcher somewhere in the crowd by pure chance). There exists somewhere on a grassy

landscape a teeming horde of youngsters, all sorcery enthusiasts and quite eager in a general sort of

way. There is among this horde a singular boy who will be the subject of our attention. We will note

two things in particular about this boy. Far from exhibiting the enthusiasm of his fellow children, he

was mystified by the gayety, and more than a little alarmed as well. Additionally, far from hailing

from Great Britain as the preceding deluge of bullshit might have had you believing, this boy was

from the state of New Jersey.

This boy’s name was Wizardy Herbert.

Herbert scanned the crowd from behind his eye patch. Was he missing something here? The

robes, the floppy hats… Was this a pajama party? That kid over there, he was chasing after an

iguana. And another was attempting to coax a very grumpy badger into a magnificently undersized

cage. Between the jubilant cheers, outbursts of song, and dispersed chatter of nonsense one makes

when speaking in tongues, Herbert concluded every one of these children must be on drugs.

He began noticing a common thread among the kids, aside from the shared trait of

exhibiting clinically psychotic episodes. Most of them were armed with books. Children’s books.

Tales of marvelous imagination and adventure, and above all, magic. The most popular series were

there. “Rutherford Trick, Volume Three: The Whooping Ghoul of Flatulan”, “ALASHA-ZAMMM!

UP IN SMOKE!!!”, and some volumes in one of Herbert’s personal favorites, “Vera Valera and the

Secret Sorceress Sorority”. This was a clue. It all started clicking in his mind. It was all starting to

make sense…

No it wasn’t.
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Herbert thought about the uninspired contents of his suitcase. Clipboards, an adding

machine, some yellow notepads, a visor… a visor, of all things. That kid over there was wearing a

billowing rainbow-patterned hat. It would almost look Rastafarian, if it weren’t so flagrantly

homosexual. He hadn’t thought to bring anything magically-themed. Not even in a half-assed way,

like the kid over there in his father’s robe, with stars and moons smeared on it with asphalt paint

from the garage. Why should he? He thought he was going to Accounting Camp.

But then, he suspected something was askew from moment-one, with kids prattling on

about magic and the repeated mention of some guy named Thundleshick. The name rang a bell for

Herbert. It might have been the name of the man he guessed was the head… accounting guy, or

whatever you wanted to call it. But the way the kids spoke of him was not how one expected any

Chief Accounting Honcho to be spoken of. Usually the phrases “great magician” and “wise beyond

the great cosmic manifold” did not appear in sentences pertaining to accountants.

All aside, it was a beautiful day. High spirits and good cheer were abundant, and it was

difficult to anticipate anything ominous. Difficult to anyone there, except for Herbert (who found

himself wondering what Office Depot’s refund policy towards clipboards was). Call it intuition.

Also right in lockstep with this grave intuition was a girl. Though you wouldn’t know it by the

playful expression she wore as she approached Herbert from behind. She tapped Herbert on the

shoulder.

“You look lost,” she said.

He turned, startled to see someone wearing ordinary clothes. “Me? No, not at all. I just

seem to have misplaced my enchanted scepter. Not to mention my potbelly pig familiar. He’s all I

have, and I’d be crushed if I lost him.”

“I know what you mean,” she commiserated in the silently agreed upon language of

sarcasm. “My magical flamingo freaked out and just… took off. I’m Beatrix, by the way. Beatrix

Tipplepot.”

“Wizardy Herbert. Nice to meet you.” She made a peculiar face at this, and Herbert knew

what was coming. It was the story of his life.

“So, your last name is Herbert? Do… do people call you Wizardy?”
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“No. They call be Herbert. It’s my first name.”

“What is Wizardy, then?”

“It’s like… a first-first name. A pre-first name, I guess.”

“So what’s your last name?”

“I don’t really have one.”

There was a moment of awkward silence, one to which Herbert was accustomed and

heavily inured. He allowed it to pass like a noisy ambulance before continuing with the

conversation.

“That’s a nice… uh…” Herbert wasn’t sure what it was hanging from Beatrix’s neck. A

kind of locket? He was no jewelrysmith, nor was he sure such a trade existed.

“Thanks. I’m not sure what it is either,” she said holding up the odd accessory. It was a

silver disc, hollow in the center like a donut, and very much did look as if it opened up like a locket.

“My sister gave it to me. This ring too!” She held up her hand, flashing an ornate silver ring with a

pink jewel. “… Before she died, that is.”

“Oh. I’m sorry to hear that. I’ve lost family too.”

“It’s tough, isn’t it? Getting by without parents…” she said with a conversational

melancholy.

“Huh? I, um… I never said I didn’t have parents.”

People were always assuming he was an orphan. Was it something about his demeanor? His looks?

It was almost as if Herbert fit some profile for a type of person others needed to believe in. A

person who’d lost his parents in a terrible, ominous event. A person who’d walk the earth as a lone,

troubled soul, one day unraveling the threads of that event and colliding with destiny. One whose

entire star-crossed existence would prove to be the epicenter of a dire evil which would either fall or

flourish depending on the degree to which he’d realize his own inner greatness.
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But he did have parents. They were two very loving parents who cared for him, and usually

gave him what he wanted. When he revealed this to those who supposed otherwise, he was met with

incredulousness, and frequently the additional query, “Are you sure you’re not adopted?”

“Oh… Are you sure you’re not adopted?” Beatrix asked, hemming.

“Very. Really, I wish I was sometimes.” Herbert said nonchalantly, as if to quell her

flustered embarrassment by downplaying his attachment to his parents. She frowned. Herbert

mistook it for sadness, and it was his turn to feel like a social imbecile. “Oh, sorry. I mean, no

offense, if that is your situation. I kinda gathered you were implying you didn’t have parents, with

what you said earlier. I hope I didn’t make you feel bad by saying I wished I didn’t, and… wow,

I…”

Herbert didn’t have time to continue his ingratiatory blithering, because that is when some

really exceptionally magical stuff started to happen. The grassy hills and blue skies were suddenly

seen as if holographically projected onto luminous, all-surrounding silk drapes. Those drapes

billowed and fluttered in a magical breeze, then dissolved, giving way to a new surrounding. It was

now a dense forest, a lush, mossy, exceptionally magical forest. Gnarled vines and creepers

wrapped about each other in taught spirals, tickling mammoth leaves, molesting bulbs and fondling

toadstools. The thickness of the surrounding wood produced an element of claustrophobia, with all

views obscured except directly upwards, which offered a look at the night sky so saturated with

stars, it resembled a prolific thief’s cache of diamonds spread on dark velvet.

Herbert had to admit, it was magical. He noted all the other kids, including Beatrix, were as

spellbound at the sight as he was. Or as he would be, at least, if he weren’t so cynical about magical

affairs.

Through the splendor of illusionry and the muscle spasms of hysterical facial expressions,

almost went unnoticed among the crowd was the silent work of nimble monkeys in dapper red suits.

They efficiently gathered the children’s luggage, brooms, coats, wands, animal cages and the like,

and heaped it all into one big pile in the center, ostensibly for later transport to somewhere else.

From above, echoing footsteps descended from a quietly manifesting stone staircase. It was

as if a piece of a castle were being dangled from the sky, terminating with a stone platform

suspended high above the pile of luggage.
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A pair of old brown shoes clicked onto the platform. In those shoes were sweaty feet, and

attached to those feet was a pair of chubby, elderly legs. Mercifully, they were mostly concealed by

ancient rags you might have called a robe, if you were feeling daring with language. Emerging from

rags was a chubby, smiling head with twinkling eyes and a greasy beard which had achieved

dominance over the face long ago, and now only sought to make a perpetual and ostentatious show

of military strength. It was as if someone had forced a gray Muppet through a paper shredder and

glued it to the man’s face.

“Thundleshick,” was a whispered chorus among the awed children.



Elwin Thundleshick was a kindhearted man of good humor and renowned benevolence. A special

wisdom and tranquility had been etched deep into his soul, much like the lines etched deep into his

paunchy face, both in ways that uniquely stem from countless years devoted to magic and children

in a venerable life (a life which has lasted no fewer than ten thousand years, we are to believe

unwaveringly). He was the type of sage who could say volumes more with his smile than his words,

and sometimes even answered questions with the odors emitting from his body. Such was his

magnanimity that he’d sacrifice all worldly pleasures if it meant the enrichment of even one

benighted child. And it had seemed that such a barter arrangement had been made for the luxury of

bathing some time ago.



The children stood in silence, their heads craned upward. Crickets had their say, for the first time

not drowned out by the fanfare of excited youth. The scepter rested gently on the stone, while a

doughy, spotted hand raised itself with the import of one belonging to a person about to speak. The

children held their breath. Even the beads of sweat rolling down their faces came to a standstill at

the pregnancy of the moment.

Thundleshick’s face broadened, revealing hard boiled egg yolk-colored teeth. “Children,”

said a surprisingly melodious voice. “With the authority vested from the spirits of this sacred land

upon this humble servant, and with all due pomp, ceremonious circyooitry, and pontifical

profundosities, I hereby decree this summer camp of whimsy and the occult to be… in session!”
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For a moment, you could hear a pin whistling through the air like a bomb. But you

wouldn’t hear it hit the floor. Because at that very moment, the children detonated into a mushroom

cloud of noisy exultation. Children’s interlocking arms served as axels for spirited pinwheel dances

which broke out spontaneously like bar fights in a saloon. Jittering hands collaborated to hoist a

crudely scribbled banner declaring, “WE LOVE YOU THUNDLESTICK!”

It wouldn’t come as a surprise that the kid whose luggage was filled with tools of the

accounting trade was not among those celebrating. Herbert always had a distinct mistrust for those

who claimed magical authority. The beards, the robes, the mystifying smirks, it all ran against the

grain of Herbert’s good graces. He could never explain why, but it possibly was an extension of his

general distaste for the idea of magic.

Herbert glanced at Beatrix. Though she was clearly bemused and titillated by the

surrounding events, he could tell she shared some of his cautious reservations about what was

unfolding.

Thundleshick, as if reading Herbert’s mind (magical fellows love doing that), turned and

beamed at him like a satellite dish, channeling the full vector of his oily complexion towards him.

And then, through the intractable thicket of hair, beard, and eyebrows, which long ago lost the right

to distinguish themselves from each other (hairbeardbrows), he winked.

The wink squeezed out a white, pulsing dot of light. The light ambled lazily like a firefly,

drifting downward. Straight downward, towards the luggage. It nestled in the heart of the pile,

unnoticed to all but the boy and girl we’ve been observing.

The fireball was blinding, and the shockwave knocked each child to the ground. The

mountain of belongings was instantly incinerated, one could only presume, inside the raging, bloodred bonfire. Herbert looked up to see Thundleshick and his floating castle-part vanishing into thin

air. The children were too stunned to scream, or even contemplate fear. All that was heard was the

roar of the fire.

The deafening sound of the explosion was suddenly one-upped by the clap of thunder

overhead. Rain fell in angry, biting stabs, and soon all that was heard was a steady rush of water.

The rain extinguished the fire, leaving behind dreary, black soot, and nothing remotely resembling a

piece of luggage, a broom, a wand, a book, or a caged creature.
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Beatrix adjusted the makeshift umbrella, providing relief from relentless barrage of ice water. The

sound above was uncomfortably loud, like a stampede of tiny horses thundering across the

cardboard. Herbert squeegeed his face as he surveyed the smorgasbord of human misery that was

the legion of sopping, disappointed children. He didn’t merely pity them. In looking at these

drenched kids in their silly ensembles, scared, cold and defeated, Herbert noted that pity had

stepped up its game. A large, round boy a few yards from him, inexplicably dressed in a Sailor

Moon outfit, struck Herbert as an acutely tragic case.

“I’m glad I travel light,” said Beatrix with a wry optimism regarding the incineration of

their belongings.

“Wish I could say the same.” Herbert made an unpleasant face, but on thinking about it, felt

he wouldn’t lose much sleep over a few clipboards and visors. But still, there was at least one thing

he wished hadn’t burned…

“Let me guess. You don’t have a clue about what’s going on here, do you?” she asked.

“You mean, like, the fact that this was some kind of magic thing?” He ventured. She nodded

slightly and smirked.

He continued, “You mean like a largely un-chaperoned magic thing? A possibly deadly, sort of

child endangerment-themed magic thing? A kind of wet, hypothermia-oriented youth-jam magic

thing? ‘Cause no, that all caught me by surprise.”

“Ah…”

“How about you? Did you know it was a magic thing?” Herbert inquired.

“I had some idea,” she said. “I will say, the other stuff I did not see coming.”

“I don’t suppose many would show up willingly if all that stuff was billed in the brochure.”

Nor would many kids in their right minds show up willingly to a camp celebrating the joys of

accounting, thought Herbert.
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A nearby kid whose flesh tones could be seen through his moist, clinging white robe was sobbing

heavily into his floppy hat, further dampening it with his tears.

“So what now?” Beatrix posed.

“I guess we stay dry until the rain stops. Look for shelter, find a phone to call home, then

get the hell out of this place.”

“Sounds good. Except the part about leaving. I plan on staying.”

“What?” Herbert stared for a moment at the puzzling girl, who said nothing. His eye drifted

upward to the surface of the cardboard overhead. Printed on the board was a corroded, mud-caked

image of Great Britain’s former Primer Minister, Margaret Thatcher.

“Who’s that?” Herbert asked.

“I don’t know. Maybe one of the Golden Girls?”

Herbert nodded in tacit agreement. They both trudged into the damp woods in search of

shelter. Herbert ruminated on his fate, and that of every child there. This was by no means fun, sure,

but at least the rain would subside, and maybe as a whole they could figure out how to survive.

There was probably not one child there who hadn’t fantasized about a Lord of the Flies situation, in

which authority was absent, children ruled, and fun was rampant (bear in mind that very few of

these children had actually read Lord of the Flies). Maybe they could do it. They could pick up the

pieces after a cruel old man’s hoax, restore some basic humanity to their situation, and find a way

home. At the very least, they did not seem to be in immediate mortal peril. Just a little rain. No wild

animals, no lurking child predators, it seemed. It was not as if they were being hunted by a pack of

ferocious skeletons.

Herbert almost began to feel optimistic.

That’s when the children were attacked by a pack of ferocious skeletons. Gigantic,

shrieking, angry, angry skeletons.
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